
A PRODUCT SPACE WITH THE FIXED
POINT PROPERTY

W. L. YOUNG1

Abstract. R. H. Bing, Amer. Math. Monthly 76 (1969), 119-
132, utilizes an example of a l-dimensional arcwise connected con-

tinuum X in £3 with the fixed point property. His question (5) asks

if XXI has the fixed point property. The answer is yes, and the

proof given uses standard techniques of point-set topology.

A recent paper of Bing [l] contains a proof that the topological

space X shown in the figure has the fixed point property (FPP),

where X contains two sin 1/x curves c and / starting from c and/ re-

spectively with closures cU[d, e] and fVJ[a, b], and an "expanding

spiral" h starting at h, with closure h\j[a, c]\Jc^J[d, f\Uf. All the
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indicated arcs and curves except [g, h] are in a plane and only the end

points of [g, h] are in the plane. Question (5), [l], asks if AXT also

has the FPP. The answer is yes and is given as the following proposi-

tion.

Proposition. AXT has the FPP.

Proof. This proof uses several suggestions made by the referee.

Consider A as a subspace of ordinary 3-dimensional Euclidean space,

and consider AXT as a metric space with the metric given by the

sum of the metrics on A and T. Let F:XXI—>XXI be a given con-

tinuous function and 7r:AXT—»A the projection. Denote by ct any

open infinite part, or tail, of c beginning at some point xE7 e.g.

c((x) =c( = C'~[c, x], and similarly for ft and ht.

Note, if Fis a locally connected compact space and G: F—>AXT is

a continuous function, then there exist tails ct, ft, and ht all missing

ir o 7(F), i.e. ir o GiY)C>\ic/Jfi\Jh/) = 0. This can be shown as

follows: suppose every tail/*, say, intersects ir o G(F). Then choose a

sequence (z<) in/converging to a point in [a, b]. Since} t(z/) C\ ir o G(Y)

7*0 for all i, there exists a sequence (y/) in Y such that ir o G(y/)

Eft(z/) for all i. The compactness of Y implies the sequence (y/) has

an accumulation point yE Y and hence ir o G(y) is an accumulation

point in A of the sequence (ir o G(y/)). Now, any point in/ has a

neighborhood intersection only a finite number of the tails ft(z/), and

hence all accumulation points of the sequence (ir o G(y/)), are con-

tained in [a, b]. Therefore ir o G(y)E [a, b]. Let cTbeasmall neighbor-

hood of ir o G(y) with the property that the closure U does not con-

tain the point c and contains at most one of the points a and b. Then

the component of U containing ir o G(y) is [a, c]C\ U. The local con-

nectivity of Y implies there exists a connected neighborhood V

of y such that ir o G(V)EU. But this implies ir o G(V)E [a, c], and

hence [a, c] contains points of the sequence (ir o G(y/)). This is a con-

tradiction, and so there must exist a tail/( missings o G(Y). A similar

argument shows there exist tails 7 and ht missing ir o G(Y).

Now consider the following cases:

Case 1. Assume that either every tail ct intersects ir o F(£XI) or

every tail ft intersects ir o F(fxi). Since both situations are handled

identically, suppose the latter statement is true. The following shows

this implies F([a, b] XI)E [a, b] XT. Choose a sequence (z/) in / con-

verging to a point in [a, b]. Since /((zj)Pwt o P(/XT)^0 for all i,

there exists a sequence of points (x,-, u/) inf XI such that ir o P(x<, u/)

Eftiz/) for all i. Let (x, u) he an accumulation point of the sequence

{x,-, u/). Then ir o P(x, u) is an accumulation point of the sequence
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(ir o F(xi, ui)). Note, any point in / has a neighborhood which inter-

sects only a finite number of the tails ft(zi), so all accumulation points

of the sequence (ir o P(x,-, u/)) are contained in [a, b]. Therefore

■jto F(x, u)E [a, b], i.e. F(x, u)E [a, b]Xl. Also, the point (x, u) can-

not be contained in/x/ since otherwise there exists a small neighbor-

hood V of (x, u) such that V is locally connected and this would im-

ply there exists a tail /* missing 7t o F(V). This is impossible since.

xo P(x, u) is an accumulation point of the sequence (ir o F(xt, ut))

contained in/. The only possibility is (x, u)E[a, b]Xl and hence

F([a, b]XI)r\([a, b]Xl)*0.
The following shows ir o F([a, b] XI)C\([b, c]~{&}) = 0. Suppose

not and choose a point (y, v)E [a, b]Xl such thatir o F(y, v)E([b, c]

~{&}). Since ir o Pis uniformly continuous, there exists a real num-

ber 5>0 such that any two points in XXI within 5 of each other are

mapped onto points within, say, e of each other where e is some posi-

tive real number less than one half of each of the distances from the

points ir o F(y, v) and / to the set [a, b]. Let a:I-+[a, b]XI be a

parametrization of the line segment in [a, b]XI with end points

(x, u)=a(0) and (y, z>)=a(l). From the sequence (x,-, u/) chosen

above, choose a point (xy, uf within 5/2 of (x, u). Now choose a point

(yi, vfEfXI within 8 of (y, v) such that the projection in / of the

shortest arc from (xy, uf) to (y,-, vf) does not contain a neighborhood

of an extreme point of the sin 1/x curve/, i.e. no points of the projec-

tion other than possibly the endpoints are maximum or minimum

values of the sin 1/x curve. Let otj'.I—>/X/ be a parametrization of

this shortest arc such that <Xj(0) = (xy, uf, «y(l) = (yy, vf), and for all

sEI, the points a(s) and ctj(s) are within 5 of each other. Then

iroFoa:I—>X is a path from ir o F(x, u)E[a, b] to ir o F(y, v)

E[b, c]~{b}, and ir o P o a,: I—*X is a path from ir o P(xy, uf) Ef to

ir o F(y3-, vf). Note, the point ir o Po cuy(l) =ir o F(yj, vf) is within e

of the point ir o F(y, v)E[b, c]~{b}. This implies ir o Po«y(l)£/,

and hence there exists sEI such that ir o Fo aj(s) =/. Let s' be the

least such 5. Let s" be the least sEI such that 7r o Po a(s) =ir o F

o a(l) =ir o F(y, v). Now s' cannot be equal to or less than s" since

otherwise the point ir o P o ay(s') =/ would be more than e away from

the point ir o Po a(s')E [a, c}. Conversely, 5" cannot be less than s'

since otherwise the point ir o Po ce(s") =ir o F(y, v) would be more

than e away from ir o Foaj(s")Ef- Therefore the assumption that

the image of (y, v)E [a, b] XI under ir o Pis contained in [b, c]~{b}

is false, and hence ir o F([a, b]XI)r\([b, c]~{b})=0.

Since [a, b]XI is pathwise connected and ir o F([a, b]XI)r\ [a,b]

7^0, the preceding paragraph implies ir o F([a, b]Xl)E[a, b], i.e.
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Fi[a, b]XI)E([a, b]XT). Therefore P has a fixed point since [a, b]

XT is a homeomorph of the closed unit disc.

Case 2. Assume that there exist tails ct, ft, and ht missing

ir o P(cXT), ir o F(fxl), and ir o F(hXI) respectively. Let c',f, and

h' be the respective starting points of ct, ft, and ht, and let Xi = X

r^ic/Jft^Jh/). Note, XiXl is locally connected and compact, and

hence by the comment preceding Case 1 above, there exist tails ci,

ft, and hi, all missing iroP(A7XT). Consequently, the function

r:P(AiXT)—>AiXT given by r(x, u) = iy, u), where y is x, c',f, or h'

depending on whether x is in Ai, It, ft, or ht, is continuous. Since Ai XT

is a contractible polyhedron, the function r o Fi'.XiXI—>AiXT,

where Pi=P|x!xr> has a fixed point (x, u)EXiXl, i.e. ro Pi(x, u)

= ix, u).

Now suppose ro Fiix, u) 9* Fiix, u). Then by the definition of r,

ir o Fiix, u)Eici^Af/Jht) and ir o r o Pi(x, u)=c', f, or h'. But, if
iroPi(x, u)Ect, then (x, u)^cXI and ir o r o Pi(x, u)=c'. This

would imply r o Pi(x, m)?^(x, u). The same conclusion follows if

ir o Fiix, u) is contained in either/(or ht. Therefore r o Fiix, u) = ix, u)

implies r o F^x, u) = Pi(x, u), and the two statements together imply

Pi(x, u) = Fix, u) = (x, u), i.e. F has a fixed point.

Case 3. Assume there exist tails 7 and ft missing ir o P(c^XT) and

ir o FifXI) respectively, but each tail ht intersects ir o FihXl). Note,

if h' is any point contained in both h and x o F0tXl), then the entire

tail ht = htQt') is contained in 7r o F(hXl) since the tail ht(h") starting

at any point h"Eht(h') contains a point h'" in 7r o F(hXI) by assump-

tion and ir o F(hxT) is a path connected set. The only path from h'"

to h' in A has to contain the point h". Let ht denote a tail which is

contained entirely in ir o F(hXI).

The following shows each tail ft must intersect ir o P(cXT). Let

Xz= [a, c]yJcVJ [d, f]KJf and suppose there exists a tail// Eft missing

ir o F(£XI). Since both [a, c]XT and [d, /]XT are locally con-

nected and compact, there exists a third tail //' Eft missing 7r o

F(([a, c]VJ[d, f])XI)- Together with the original assumption that

ftC\iro F(fxi) = 0, this implies//'Piir o P(A2XT) = jZf. Now choose
a sequence (z.) contained in ftt which converges to a point zEf"- Since

htEir o F01XI), there exists a sequence (x^ u/) in hXI such that

ir o Fixi, u/) =zt lor all i. Let (x, u) be an accumulation point of the

sequence (x,-, u/). Then x o P(x, u)=z. Note, if (x, u)EhXl, then

(x, u) has a neighborhood U such that the closure U is a locally con-

nected compact set. This would imply there exists some tail hi such

that hi<~\iro F(U) = 0. This is impossible since ir o Fill) contains

points of the sequence (z<) = (w o P(x,-, u/)). Therefore the point (x, u)
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has to be contained in the set X2. But this implies ir o F(X2XI)T\}f

7^0 which contradicts the above conclusion that ir o F(X2XI)

C\ft' = 0. Thus iro F(cXI)C\ft^0 for all tails/,.
The above situation is analogous to the assumption in Case 1 that

every tail /j intersects ir o F(fxi). Hence, the same argument used in

Case 1 implies ir o F([d, e]X/)C[cx, b]. In particular ir o F({d}XI)

ck4
Now let c' be the starting point of dt and let X3 = [a, d]Vj[c, c'].

Define a function r:F(X3XI) —>X3XI by r(x, u) = (y, u), where y is

x, c', or d depending on whether x is in A3, ct, or A~(A3Wc). Since

A3X/ is locally connected and compact, the set iro F(X3X1) does

not intersect every tail in c, /, and h, and hence r is a continuous func-

tion. Since X3XI is a contractible polyhedron, the function r o F3:X3

XI—>X3 XP where P3 = F\ x3xi, has a fixed point. Note, if r o F3(x, u)

?±F3(x, u), then ir o F3(x, w)£X~A3. But iro F3(x, u)E£t implies

(x, «)£^XI and ir o r o F3(x, u) =c', and ir o Ps(x, u)EX~(X3VJ£)

implies (x, w)£[ci, e]Xl and ir o r o F3(x, u)=d. In either case

r o F3(x, u)y^F3(x, u) implies r o Pa(x, u)^(x, u). Therefore any fixed

point of r o F3 must be a fixed point of P.
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